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Abstract: On the basis of introducing the origin and development of finite time thermodynamics
(FTT), this paper reviews the progress in FTT optimization for internal combustion engine (ICE)
cycles from the following four aspects: the studies on the optimum performances of air standard
endoreversible (with only the irreversibility of heat resistance) and irreversible ICE cycles, including
Otto, Diesel, Atkinson, Brayton, Dual, Miller, Porous Medium and Universal cycles with constant
specific heats, variable specific heats, and variable specific ratio of the conventional and quantum
working fluids (WFs); the studies on the optimum piston motion (OPM) trajectories of ICE cycles,
including Otto and Diesel cycles with Newtonian and other heat transfer laws; the studies on the
performance limits of ICE cycles with non-uniform WF with Newtonian and other heat transfer laws;
as well as the studies on the performance simulation of ICE cycles. In the studies, the optimization
objectives include work, power, power density, efficiency, entropy generation rate, ecological function,
and so on. The further direction for the studies is explored.

Keywords: finite time thermodynamics; internal combustion engine cycle; performance optimization;
optimum piston trajectory; optimum control theory

1. Introduction

Internal combustion engines (ICEs) are widely used in industry, agriculture, communication and
transport, as well as national defense equipment. It is the main power source of automobiles, tractors,
agricultural machinery, engineering machinery, shipping, locomotives, military vehicles, moving and
emergency electric stations and so on. Since the number and distribution of ICEs are numerous and
extensive, the ICE has a significant influence on energy and the environment. From the point of view
of saving energy and protecting the environment against pollution, more and more strict requirements
have been imposed on ICEs, such as large power output, little specific fuel consumption, low pollution
and even zero emissions.

The ICE cycle is a thermodynamic cycle. Using thermodynamics to analyze the performance of
the ICE cycle is not only the basis for improving and exploiting new ICE technologies, but also the
main method of perfecting and developing ICE cycles. Using classical thermodynamics to perform the
first law analysis for ICE cycles can study the quantitative relation between the efficiency and different
losses [1–4]. Using the second law of thermodynamics to analyze ICE cycle performance allows the
study of the work capacity loss due to various irreversible losses during the energy transformation
process [4–7]. Using simulation studies based on the first law and irreversible thermodynamics to
analyze the performance of ICE cycles can provide the law of state parameter variation with space-time
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of the cycle process [8,9]. Simulation studies only focus on the local differential properties of a system,
but the variable net effect of some procedure functions during specific processes cannot be obtained by
using irreversible thermodynamics.

Finite time thermodynamics (FTT) is a new branch of modern thermodynamic theory that can
answer some global questions which classical thermodynamics do not try to answer and conventional
irreversible thermodynamics cannot answer because of its micro and differential viewpoint. The
performance analysis of ICE cycles using thermodynamic theory follows the development of
thermodynamics from traditional to modern times. The performance optimization of ICE cycles
by using FTT which can obtain the performance limits and optimum path of cycles and provide a
scientific basis and theoretical guidelines for the optimum design and operation of practical ICEs is
becoming a new subject of FTT study.

2. The Historical Background of FTT

The application of classical thermodynamic principles and the solution of thermodynamic bounds
for finite time or finite size thermodynamic processes, which are characterized by a finite exchange rate
that happens between the system and the environment, were the first step toward the field of FTT. In
1975, Curzon and Ahlborn [10] derived the efficiency (ηCA “ 1´

a

TL{TH) at maximum power output
(MP) point of a Carnot engine which was called CA efficiency when finite heat transfer rate between
working fluid (WF) and heat reservoir was considered. The CA efficiency was an important symbol of
FTT’s birth and provided a new analysis method for heat engine which was characterized by finite
rate and finite period. This is the first and perhaps best known FTT study result. Since the mid-1970s,
studies seeking thermodynamic process performance limits and achieving thermodynamic process
optimization have made important progress in the fields of physics and engineering. In physics,
Chicago scholars [11–56] named it FTT.

Determining the optimum performance or the optimum thermodynamic process for a given
thermodynamic system or a given optimization objective (OPB) are two basic problems of FTT. The
studies for the above two basic problems focus on the following four aspects: studies on the influence of
OPB on the optimum performance and configuration [57–60], studies on the influence of loss models on
the optimum performance and configuration [61–64], studies on the influence of heat reservoir models
on the optimum performance and configuration [65–68], and studies on the optimum performance
and configuration for practical heat engine plants and thermodynamic processes [69–73].

3. Progress in FTT Studies for ICE Cycles

The ICE cycle is a thermodynamic cycle and can also be studied by using FTT. The studies on
ICE cycles focus on the following four aspects: the optimum performances of air standard (AS) ICE
cycles, the OPM path of ICE cycles, the performance limits of ICE cycles with non-uniform WF, and
performance simulation of ICE cycles.

3.1. The Progress in Optimum Performance Studies for AS ICE Cycles

3.1.1. The Study Features

Studies on the optimum performance of AS ICE cycles focus on the following five aspects:

(1) The influences of optimization objectives (OPBs) on cycle optimum performance.

Analyzing and optimizing thermodynamic process by using different OPBs is a very active
research field of FTT. The main OPBs used in ICE cycles analysis and optimization include power
(work) and efficiency [74–76], power density [77], effective power [78], EF [79–84], ecological coefficient
of performance (ECOP) [85] and so on.

(2) The influences of specific heat (SH) models of WF on cycle optimum performance.
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In the early studies, the SH of WF was usually assumed to be constant. For practical cycles,
however, the properties and composition of the WF will change as combustion reactions occur, so
the SH of WF will also change with the combustion reactions and these changes will have a great
influence on cycle performance. Refs. [86,87] first advanced the variable specific heat (VSH) model in
which the SH was assumed to change with the WF component. This model was relatively simple and
didn’t consider the influences of VSH on cycle process. Ref. [88] first advanced the SH varied with
temperature with linear relation model:

Cp “ ap ` KT (1)

Cv “ bv ` KT (2)

where ap, bv and K are constants, Cp and Cv are SH of isobaric process and isochoric process, respectively.
According to the relation of Cp and Cv, one has:

R “ Cp ´ Cv “ ap ´ bv (3)

where R is the gas constant. Refs. [89–92] advanced the SH model varied with temperature with
nonlinear relation which was closer to practice:

Cp “ 2.506ˆ 10´11T2 ` 1.454ˆ 10´7T1.5 ´ 4.246ˆ 10´7T` 3.162ˆ 10´5T0.5

`1.3303´ 1.512ˆ 104T´1.5 ` 3.063ˆ 105T´2 ´ 2.212ˆ 107T´3 (4)

Cv “ Cp ´ R “ 2.506ˆ 10´11T2 ` 1.454ˆ 10´7T1.5 ´ 4.246ˆ 10´7T` 3.162ˆ 10´5

T0.5 ` 1.0433´ 1.512ˆ 104T´1.5 ` 3.063ˆ 105T´2 ´ 2.212ˆ 107T´3 (5)

The variation of SH of WF would inevitably cause the variation of specific heat ratio (SHR),
Refs. [93–95] advanced the SHR model varied with temperature with linear [93,94] and nonlinear [95]
relation, respectively:

k “ k0 ´ uT (6)

k “ u1T2 ` u2T` u3 (7)

where k is the SHR and k0, u, u1, u2, u3 are constants.

(3) The influences of loss models on cycle optimum performance.

According to the different losses existed in the cycle, thermodynamic cycles can be classified
as endoreversible cycles and irreversible cycles. The main losses existing in ICE cycles include heat
transfer loss (HTL), friction loss (FL), internal irreversible loss (IIL) and mechanical loss. The cycle
with only HTL is an endoreversible cycle, while the cycle with other losses is an irreversible cycle.
There exist two models which reflect the influence of HTL on optimum cycle performance. The first is
that the cycle maximum temperature is unfixed [74,96] and must be solved by combining the value of
heat addition in the cycle and HTL. The second is that the cycle maximum temperature is fixed [97]
and needn’t be solved.

There have three methods to define the cycle IIL. The first definition is that Angulo-Brown et al. [75]
used the ratio of entropy change in heat addition process to that in heat rejection process to define
the IIL of Otto cycle. Because the SH of heat addition and rejection processes are different, entropy
changes for these two processes are different. The SH in the heat addition process are smaller than
those in the heat rejection process. The p ´ v diagram for AS Otto cycle model established in [76]
is shown in Figure 1. Processes 1 Ñ 2 and 3 Ñ 4 are reversible adiabatic compression process and
expansion process. Process 2Ñ 3 is constant volume heat addition process with Cv1 and process 4Ñ 1
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is constant volume heat rejection process with Cv2 (where Cv1 and Cv2 are SH at constant volume and
Cv1 is smaller than Cv2). The IIL of cycle is defined as:

I “
∆S2Ñ3

∆S1Ñ4
“

Cv1lnpT3{T2q

Cv2lnpT4{T1q
“

Cv1

Cv2
(8)
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The second definition is that Ust et al. [83] used the ratio of entropy change in heat addition
process to that in heat rejection process to define the IIL of a Dual cycle. Because the compression and
expansion processes are irreversible, the entropy change in heat addition process is different from
that in heat rejection processes. The T ´ s diagram for an irreversible Dual cycle model is shown in
Figure 2. Processes 1Ñ 2S and 4Ñ 5S are reversible an adiabatic compression process and expansion
process. Processes 1Ñ 2 and 4Ñ 5 are an irreversible adiabatic compression process and expansion
process. Processes 2 Ñ 3 and 3 Ñ 4 are heat addition processes with constant volume and constant
pressure. Process 5Ñ 1 is a heat rejection process with constant volume. The cycle IIL is defined as

I “
∆S2Ñ4

∆S1Ñ5
“

S4 ´ S2

S5 ´ S1
(9)
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The third definition is that the IIL was defined by using irreversible compression and expansion
efficiencies in [98]. All irreversible losses which included FL in these two strokes could be described
by these two efficiencies. Considering the irreversible Dual cycle model in Figure 2, the cycle IIL is
defined as:

ηc “ pT2S ´ T1q{pT2 ´ T1q (10)

ηe “ pT5 ´ T4q{pT5S ´ T4q (11)

According to the published literatures, there are two FL models. In the first model which was
established in [99], FL was converted to the pressure drop loss of WF. In the second model which was
established in [79], friction force was a linear function of the piston velocity. The computations for
piston velocity also have two methods. One is that the velocity is equal to stroke length divided by
stroke time and the piston velocities in the four strokes are the same [79]. Another is that the velocity
is sinusoidal relation with the crankshaft rotation angle [100]. In [101], the mechanical loss power was
computed by using an empirical equation of mean mechanical loss pressure. The mechanical losses
related to construction of combustion chamber and rotating part loss of crankshaft connecting rod
have been included in this loss.

(4) The influences of WF characteristics on the cycle optimum performance.

For some special fields and systems, such as superconductivity systems, magnetic systems, laser
systems and the cryogenic field, in which WF obeys quantum statistical law, classical thermodynamics
based on phenomenological law and classical statistical mechanics based on equilibrium statistical
mechanics are inapplicable. The quantum characteristics of WF should be considered in the study.
Some researchers have considered the quantum characteristics of WF, extended WF in ICE cycle from
classical WF to quantum WF, and obtained many meaningful and new results which were different
from those of cycles working with classical WF [102–104].

(5) The optimum performances of universal cycle.

The universal laws and results are the aim of pursuing FTT, and it is the same for the optimum
performance study of ICE cycles. There are two universal cycle models for ICE cycles. The first
universal model which was established in [105] and shown in Figure 3 consisted of a heat addition
process with constant thermal-capacity, a heat rejection process with constant thermal-capacity and
two adiabatic processes.
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The second universal model which was established in [76,106] and shown in Figure 4 consisted of
two heat addition processes with constant thermal-capacity, two heat rejection processes with constant
thermal- capacity and two adiabatic processes.Entropy 2016, 18, 139 6 of 44 
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3.1.2. The Progress in Optimum Performance Studies for AS Otto Cycles

The Optimum Performance with Constant Specific Heats (CSH) of WF

Rashidi and Hajipour [107] obtained the work output and efficiency performance characteristics of
reversible Otto cycles, and investigated the influence of cycle maximum temperature and compression
ratio (CR) on cycle performance. Considering HTL, Klein [74] obtained the work output and CR
characteristics and investigated the influence of HTL on cycle performance. Considering the influence
of combustion, Wu and Blank [108] obtained the relation of the optimum CR varied with the cycle
maximum temperature of an endoreversible Otto cycle when the work output was the maximum.
Blank and Wu [109] optimized the power output and mean effective pressure of an endoreversible
Otto cycle. Unfixing the cycle maximum temperature (in the following parts, the cycle maximum
temperatures are all unfixed if not explained otherwise), Chen et al. [110] obtained the work output
and efficiency performance characteristics of endoreversible Otto cycles, and examined the effects
of HTL and initial temperature on cycle performance. Ficher and Hoffman [111] studied whether
an endoreversible Novikov engine model [112] with heat leakage could quantitatively reproduce
the performance of an endoreversible Otto cycle and found that the power output and efficiency
performance characteristics of endoreversible Otto cycles could be reproduced well by the Novikov
model with heat leakage. Considering HTL as a part of fuel energy, Ozsoysal [113] derived the
effective ranges of HTL coefficients of endoreversible Otto cycles and found that cycle performance
analysis would be closer to practical results and also more accurate when HTL coefficients were chosen
according to the ranges. Comparing the work output and efficiency performance characteristics of
an endoreversible Otto cycle with those of an endoreversible Atkinson cycle, Hou [114] found that
the performance of the endoreversible Atkinson cycle is higher than that of the endoreversible Otto
cycle under the same CR, and the CR which maximized work output of an endoreversible Otto cycle is
bigger than that of an endoreversible Atkinson cycle. Ozcan [115] performed an exergy analysis of an
endoreversible Otto cycle by using FTT and found that power output and exergy efficiency would
increase when the HTL decreased. Based on the second law efficiency criteria, Rashidi et al. [116]
optimized the performance of an endoreversible Otto cycle and investigated the influences of HTL on
cycle performance.
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Considering FL, Angulo-Brown et al. [79] established an irreversible Otto cycle model, and
optimized the power output and efficiency performance characteristics. Chen et al. [117] established an
irreversible Otto cycle model when HL and FL were considered based on [74,79], derived the power
output and efficiency performance characteristics, and investigated the influences of above two losses
on cycle performance characteristics. Lan et al. [118,119] pointed out the development direction of the
FTT studies for the theoretical ICE cycle, introduced FTT into the thermodynamics analysis of working
process of an Otto cycle, and analyzed and compared the thermodynamic process of the Otto cycle
from the point of view of energy and available energy, respectively.

Angulo-Brown et al. [75] used the ratio of entropy change in a heat addition process to that in a
heat rejection process to define the IIL, and analyzed the power output and efficiency performance
characteristics of irreversible Otto cycles when both IIL and FL were considered. Using the definition
of IIL advanced in [98] and considering HTL, Chen et al. [120] established an irreversible Otto cycle
model, derived the power output and efficiency performance characteristics with the fixed cycle
maximum temperature, and investigated the influences of IIL and HTL on cycle performance. Using
the definition of IIL advanced in [98] and considering HTL and FL, Zhao and Chen [100] established
an irreversible Otto cycle model, derived the power output and efficiency performance characteristics
with the fixed cycle maximum temperature, and investigated the influences of three losses on cycle
performance. Fixing the fuel consumption per cycle and cycle maximum temperature, Feidt [33]
optimized the terminal temperature in compression stroke of an irreversible Otto cycle with the
maximum work output (MW) as the OPB. Ebrahimi [121] used the ratio of heat addition in the cycle to
heat released by fuel combustion to define the combustion efficiency, derived the power output and
efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Otto cycle when IIL and HTL were considered,
and investigated the influence of combustion efficiency on cycle performance. Considering air-fuel
mass ratio, Ozsoysal [122] investigated the influence of combustion efficiency on the power output
and efficiency performance characteristics of irreversible Otto cycles. Considering HTL, FL and IIL,
Ebrahimi [123] investigated the influence of equivalence ratio on the power output and efficiency
performance characteristics of irreversible Otto cycles. Ebrahimi [124] used the ratio of volume flow
rate to piston displacing volume to define the volumetric efficiency, investigated the power output
and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Otto cycle when HTL, FL and IIL were
considered, and examined the influence of volumetric efficiency on cycle performance. Considering
HTL and IIL, Huleihil [125] defined the pressure drop coefficient, examined the influence of pressure
drop on the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Otto cycle, and
found that the efficiency would decrease by about 15% when the pressure dropped by about 60%.
Hu et al. [126] studied the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of the irreversible
Otto cycle when only IIL was considered, optimized the performance parameters, and examined the
influences of IIL and temperature ratio of highest to lowest on cycle performance. Under different
performance criteria (maximum power output (MP), maximum efficiency (ME) and maximum mean
effective pressure), Ust et al. [127] performed the performance optimization of an irreversible Otto
cycle with the sole loss of IIL, respectively, compared the optimization results under the MEP with
those obtained under the MP and ME, and analyzed the influences of temperature ratio and pressure
ratio on cycle performance. Ebrahimi [128] compared the performances of an irreversible Otto cycle
with ethanol and gasoline fuels, and found that the MP, the cycle working range, the power output at
the ME, the efficiency at the MP would increase, while the compression ratios at the MP and the ME
would decrease when the fuel was changed from ethanol to gasoline. Huleihil and Mazor [129] used
polytropic processes to replace the reversible adiabatic processes to consider the losses existing in real
Otto engines and investigated the performance characteristics of an irreversible Otto cycle. In order to
obtain alternative expressions of performance characteristics, Ladino-Luna and Paez-Hernandez [130]
proposed a procedure including the time spent on adiabatic processes in an irreversible Otto cycle and
the theoretical results obtained were more aligned with the practical results after taking into account
these times. Considering fuel incomplete combustion and HTL, Joseph and Thampi [131] compared
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the performance of an irreversible Otto cycle obtained by using FTT with that of an actual Otto cycle
and found that the performance obtained by using FTT deviated from that of the actual Otto cycle
by 0%–10%.

Gumus et al. [76] made a performance comparison for an Otto cycle with three different
performance criteria, i.e., MP, maximum power density (MPD) and maximum efficient power (MEP).
Only considering FL, Angulo-Brown et al. [79] investigated the EF performance of irreversible Otto
cycles. The entropy generation rate generated by different SH in heat addition and rejection processes
was computed, while the entropy generation rate generated by FL had not been included in [79]. The
entropy generation rate generated by irreversible heat transfer between WF and heat reservoirs was
computed, and the optimum EF of the closed Otto cycle was studied in [80,81]. Considering HTL,
FL and IIL, Ge et al. [84,132] used an AS cycle model to replace the open cycle model, established an
irreversible Otto cycle model with CSH of WF, computed the entropy generation rate generated by
various losses, studied the cycle optimum EF performance, and examined the influences of three losses
on cycle EF performance. Based on EF and ECOP performance criteria, Moscato et al. [133] optimized
the performance of an irreversible Otto cycle with HTL and IIL, and investigated the influences of the
two losses on cycle performance.

The works mentioned above were based on the WF assumed as conventional WF. So
in [102–104,134–137], the power output and efficiency performance characteristics [102–104,134–136],
as well as the EF performance characteristic [137] of irreversible Otto cycles were studied when the
quantum characteristic of WF was considered, and the influence of the quantum characteristic on cycle
performance was investigated.

The Optimum Performance with VSH of WF

Rocha-Martinez et al. [86,87] investigated the influence of cyclic variability (VSH of WF) on the
power output and efficiency performance characteristics of the Otto cycle. In [86,87], the authors
only considered the SH of WF varied with the component and did not consider the SH varied
with temperature. Furthermore, only the SH empirical equations were substituted into the final
power output and efficiency performance characteristics equations, and the influence of VSH on
the adiabatic process equation was not considered. Ge et al. [96,138,139] adopted the model of SH
varied with linear function of the temperature in proposed in [88], considered the influences of VSH
on cycle process, and investigated the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of
an endoreversible Otto cycle [96,138] and an irreversible Otto cycle [96,139]. Using the VSH model
established in [88,96,138,139], Zhao et al. [97] studied the power output and efficiency performance
characteristics of irreversible Otto cycles with HTL and IIL and the fixed cycle maximum temperature.
The Otto cycle models established in [96,138,139] and [97] were different, in that the cycle maximum
temperature in [96,138,139] was unfixed and should be solved by combining the value of heat addition
in the cycle and HTL, so HTL would influence the cycle power output and efficiency. While the
cycle maximum temperature in [97] was fixed, so HTL only influenced the cycle efficiency and did
not influence the cycle power output. The different cycle models should adopt different efficiency
definitions, so the efficiency definitions in [96,138,139] and [97] were all appropriate and correct.
Lin and Hou [140] studied the influences of HTL as a part of fuel energy, FL and VSH on the
power output and efficiency performance characteristics of irreversible Otto cycles when SH of WF
varied with temperature with a linear function. Najad et al. [141] investigated the performance of
irreversible Otto cycles when HTL and FL were considered, and examined the influences of HTL,
FL and VSH on cycle performance when SH of WF varied with temperature with linear function.
Ebrahim et al. [142] investigated the influence of the equivalence ratio of ethanol to air on the power
output and efficiency performance characteristics of an endoreversible Otto cycle with SH of WF varied
with temperature with a linear function and found that the MP, the optimum compression ratios at
the MP and ME points and the cycle working range would first increase and then decrease when the
ethanol-air equivalence ratio increase. Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum
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temperature, Ge et al. [84,143] used VSH model established in [86,96,97,138–140], studied the optimum
EF performance of an irreversible Otto cycle, and analyzed the influences of the three losses and VSH
on cycle performance.

Abu-Nada et al. [89–92] established different VSH model in which the SH of WF varied with
temperature with nonlinear functions when they studied the performances of ICE cycles. Considering
HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge et al. [84,144] adopted the VSH model
advanced in [89–92], investigated the optimum power and efficiency performance [84,144], as well as
the optimum EF performance [84] of an irreversible Otto cycle, and examined the influences of the
three losses on cycle optimum performance.

Figures 5–7 show the influences of HTL, FL and IIL on Otto cycle performance [84]. The influences
of HTL, FL and IIL on the power output and efficiency performance characteristics are shown in
Figure 5. Curve 1 is the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of a reversible Otto
cycle, where the shape of curve 1 is a parabolic shape (the efficiency at the MP is not zero, while the
power output at the ME is zero), while the shapes of else curves are loop-shaped (both the efficiency
at the MP and the power output at the ME are not zero) with one or more irreversible loss. Figure 6
shows the influences of HTL, FL and IIL on the EF and power output performance characteristics.
One can see that the power output (except the MP) at a given EF has two values, and heat engine
should work at larger power output point. Figure 7 shows the influences of HTL, FL and IIL on EF
and efficiency performance characteristics. Curve 1 is the EF and efficiency performance characteristic
of a reversible Otto cycle and is a parabolic shape (the efficiency at the maximum ecological function
(MEF) is not zero, while the EF at the ME is zero), while the shapes of else curves are loop-shaped
(both the efficiency at the MEF and the EF at the ME are not zero) with one or more irreversible loss.
The efficiency (except the ME) at a given EF has two values, and heat engine should work at larger
efficiency point. From Figures 5–7 one can see that the EF, the power output and the efficiency decrease
with the increase of HTL, FL and IIL.

Figures 8 and 9 show the influences of SH models on Otto cycle performance [84]. Figures 8 and 9
show that SH models have no qualitative influence and only have quantitative influence on cycle
performance. The extreme values of EF, efficiency and power output are the maximum when SH are
linear function of the temperature. The extreme values of EF, efficiency and power output are the
minimum when SH are constant. While the extreme values of EF, efficiency and power output lie
between the maximum and minimum values when SH are nonlinear functions of the temperature. In
Figures 5–9 P is the power output, η is the efficiency, µ is the friction coefficient, B is a constant related
to heat transfer, and E is the EF.
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The Optimum Performance with Variable Specific Heat Ratio (VSHR) of WF

Considering HTL, Ebrahimi [93] investigated the power output and efficiency performance
characteristics of an endoreversible Otto cycle with SHR of WF varied as a linear function of
temperature. Using the VSHR of WF model advanced in [93], Ebrahimi [94,145] studied the power
output and efficiency performance characteristics of irreversible Otto cycles with HTL, FL and IIL
considered. Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge et al. [84]
modeled a universal cycle model when SHR of WF is linear function of temperature, and investigated
the optimum power and efficiency performance, as well as the optimum EF performance of the
cycle. The results obtained in [84] included the Otto cycle performance, and the optimum power and
efficiency performance included the results of [93,94].

3.1.3. The Progress in Optimum Performance Studies for AS Diesel Cycle

The Optimum Performance with CSH of WF

Rashidi and Hajipour [107] obtained the work output and efficiency performance characteristics
of reversible Diesel cycles, investigating the influence of cycle maximum temperature and CR on cycle
performance. Atmaca and Gumus [146] investigated and compared the performances under the MP,
MEP and MPD conditions of reversible Diesel cycles and found that design parameters under MEP
conditions were better that those under MP and MPD conditions. Considering HTL, Klein [74] obtained
the work output versus CR characteristics, investigated the influence of HTL on cycle performance,
compared the optimum CR and efficiency at the MW of an endoreversible Diesel cycle with those of
an endoreversible Otto cycle, and found that the CR at the MW of the endoreversible Diesel cycle was
higher than that of the endoreversible Otto cycle, while the efficiencies at the MW of the two cycles
were equal. Considering the influence of combustion, Blank and Wu [147] obtained the relation of
the optimum CR variation with the cycle maximum temperature of an endoreversible Diesel cycle
when the work output was the maximum. Chen et al. [148] optimized the work output and efficiency
performance characteristics of the endoreversible Diesel cycle, and examined the influences of HTL
and initial temperature on cycle performance. Parlak et al. [149,150] investigated the influence of
HTL on the performance of the endoreversible Diesel cycle, and performed an exergy analysis for
the exhaust of low heat rejection and standard heat engine cycles. Considering HTL as a part of
fuel energy, Ozsoysal [113] derived the effective ranges of HTL coefficients of endoreversible Diesel
cycles, and found that the analysis for cycle performance would be closer to the practical results and
also more accurate when HTL coefficients were chosen according to the ranges. Ai-Hinti et al. [151]
investigated the influences of the air-fuel mass ratio and fuel mass flow rate on the performance of
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endoreversible Diesel cycles, and found that power and efficiency would increase when the air-fuel
mass ratio increased and fuel mass flow rate was given and power would increase and efficiency
would remain unchanged when fuel mass flow rate increased and air-fuel mass ratio was given.

With consideration of FL, Chen et al. [152], Chen and Sun [153] established an irreversible Diesel
cycle model, derived the power output and efficiency performance characteristics, and investigated
the influence of FL on cycle performance. The difference between these two works was the different
computation methods of the mean piston velocity. The mean piston velocity of [152] was equal to the
stroke length divided by stroke time, while the mean piston velocity in [153] was equal to double the
stroke length divided by the total time spent on heat addition and rejection processes with constant
pressure and constant volume. Refs. [105,106] obtained the power output and efficiency performance
characteristics of irreversible Diesel cycles when HTL and FL were considered and investigated the
influences of HTL and FL on cycle performance.

Based on the MP and ME criteria, Parlak et al. [98] used the irreversible compression and
expansion efficiencies to define the IIL, optimized the performance of an irreversible Diesel cycle,
and investigated the influence of IIL on cycle performance. Considering IIL and HTL and fixing
the cycle maximum temperature, Zhao et al. [154] investigated the power output and efficiency
performance characteristics of an irreversible Diesel cycle and examined the influences of two losses
on cycle performance. Zheng et al. [155–157] investigated the influence of temperature ratio on
the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of irreversible Diesel cycles with only
IIL [155,156] and with IIL and HTL [157], respectively, and obtained the bounds of some performance
parameters and the working range of optimum CR. Ebrahimi et al. [158] studied the power output and
efficiency performance characteristics of irreversible Diesel cycles with consideration of IIL and FL, and
investigated the influence of SHR on the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of the
cycle. Fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ozsoysal [159] investigated the effect of air-fuel mass
ratio on the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Diesel cycle.

Ge [84] introduced the EF into optimum performance analysis for the Diesel cycle, used AS cycle
model to replace open cycle model, established an irreversible Diesel cycle model with HTL, FL and IIL
considered, computed the entropy generation rate generated by various losses, studied the optimum
EF performance of the irreversible Diesel cycle, and investigated the influences of the three losses on
cycle EF performance.

The Optimum Performance with VSH of WF

Rocha-Martinez et al. [86] investigated the influence of cyclic variability (VSH of WF) on the
power output and efficiency performance characteristics of Diesel cycles. In [86], the authors only
considered that the SH of WF varied with the component and did not consider the SH varied
with temperature. Furthermore, only the SH empirical equations were substituted into the final
power output and efficiency performance characteristics equations, and the influences of VSH
on the adiabatic process equation were not considered. Using the model of SH variation as a
linear function of the temperature from [88], Refs. [96,160–163] considered the influence of VSH
on the cycle process, derived the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an
endoreversible Diesel cycle [96,160,163] and an irreversible Diesel cycle [96,161,162], and investigated
the influences of VSH, HTL and FL on cycle performance. Considering HTL and using the VSH
model established in [88,96,160–163], Jeshvaghani et al. [164] studied the work output and efficiency
performance characteristics of an endoreversible Diesel cycle and investigated the influences of
fuel types (including Diesel, biodiesel and B20) on cycle performance. Fixing the cycle maximum
temperature and using the VSH model established in [88,96,160–164], Zhao and Chen [165] studied the
power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Diesel cycle and examined
the effects of VSH, HTL and IIL on cycle performance. Considering HTL, FL and IIL, He and Lin [166]
established an irreversible Diesel cycle model when the SH of WF varied with the temperature as a
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linear function, derived the power output and efficiency performance characteristics, and investigated
the influences of the three losses and VSH on cycle performance.

Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge [84] used the VSH
model established in [88,96,160–166], studied the optimum EF performance of an irreversible Diesel
cycle, and analyzed the influences of the three losses and VSH on cycle EF performance.

Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge et al. [84,167]
adopted the VSH model advanced in [89–92], investigated the optimum power and efficiency
performance [84,167], as well as the optimum EF performance [84] of an irreversible Diesel cycle, and
examined the influences of the three losses on cycle performance. Furthermore, Aithal [168,169] studied
the influence of exhaust gas recycle on the power output and efficiency performance characteristics
of an irreversible Diesel cycle when the SH of WF were nonlinear functions of the temperature.
Considering IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Açıkkalp and Yamık [170] used the VSH
model advanced in [89–92], optimized the maximum available work output of an irreversible Diesel
cycle with CR and pressure ratio as optimization parameters, and derived the optimum CR and
pressure ratio.

The Optimum Performance with VSHR of WF

Considering the SHR varied as a linear function of temperature, Ebrahimi [171,172] and
Sakhrieh et al. [173] investigated the power output and efficiency performance characteristics (work
output and efficiency performance characteristics) of an endoreversible Diesel cycle [171,173] with HTL
and an irreversible Diesel cycle [172] with HTL and FL, respectively, and investigated the influences of
VSHR and loss coefficients on cycle performance. Considering HTL and FL, Ebrahimi [95] advanced
the SHR varied with temperature with nonlinear function model, studied the power output and
efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Diesel cycle, and investigated the influence
of stroke length on cycle performance. Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum
temperature, Ge [84] established a universal cycle model when SHR of WF was linear function of
temperature, and investigated the cycle optimum power and efficiency performance, as well as the
cycle optimum EF performance. The results obtained in [84] included the Diesel cycle performance,
and the power output and efficiency performance characteristics included the results of [171,172].

3.1.4. The Progress in Optimum Performance Studies for AS Atkinson Cycles

The Optimum Performance with CSH of WF

Chen et al. [77] derived the efficiency at the MPD of a reversible Atkinson cycle and found that
the efficiency at the MPD was higher than that at the MP, and the design parameters at the MPD were
smaller than those at the MP. Rashidi and Hajipour [107] obtained the work output and efficiency
performance characteristics of a reversible Atkinson cycle, investigated the influence of cycle maximum
temperature and CR on cycle performance, compared the performance of Otto, Diesel and Atkinon
cycles, and found that the performance of the Atkinson cycle was better than that of the other two
cycles. Hou et al. [114] obtained the work output and efficiency performance characteristics of an
endoreversible Atkinson cycle, investigated the effect of HTL on cycle performance, compared the
performances of Atkinson and Otto cycles, and found that the performance of the Atkinson cycle
was better than that of an Otto cycle under the same conditions Refs. [105,106] obtained the power
output and efficiency performance characteristics of irreversible Atkinson cycles when HTL and FL
were considered and investigated the influences of two losses on cycle performance. Wang et al. [174]
investigated and compared the performances at the MP and MPD conditions of an irreversible Atkinson
cycle which was coupled to variable-temperature heat reservoirs. Considering IIL and HTL and fixing
the cycle maximum temperature, Zhao and Chen [175] studied the power output and efficiency
performance characteristics of irreversible Atkinson cycles, and investigated the influences of the two
losses on cycle performance. Ust [176] compared the performances of an irreversible Atkinson cycle
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with IIL at the MP condition with that at the MPD condition, investigated the influences of temperature
ratio and IIL on cycle performance, and found that the optimization with the MPD as the OPB was
better than that with the MP as the OPB from the point of view of size and efficiency. Ebrahimi [177]
derived power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Atkinson cycle,
investigated the influence of air-fuel ratio, fuel mass flow rate and residual gas on cycle performance,
and found that the performances would increase with increase in air-fuel ratio and residual gas when
the CR was less than certain value, the performances would decrease with increase in air-fuel ratio and
residual gas when the CR exceeded certain value, and the performance would increase with increase
in fuel mass flow rate throughout the CR working range.

Lin [82] computed the entropy generation rate generated by finite rate heat transfer between
WF and heat reservoirs, and investigated the optimum EF performance of a closed Atkinson cycle.
Considering HTL, FL and IIL, Ge [84] used AS cycle model to replace open cycle model, established an
irreversible Atkinson cycle model, computed the entropy generation rate generated by various losses,
studied the cycle optimum EF performance, and analyzed the effects of the three losses on the cycle
EF performance.

The Optimum Performance with VSH of WF

Using the model of SH varied with linear function of the temperature in [88], Patodi and
Maheshwari [178] investigated and compared the performances under the MP, MEP and MPD
conditions of a reversible Atkinson cycle and found that design parameters under MEP conditions
were better that those of under MP and MPD conditions. Using the model of SH varied with linear
function of the temperature in [88], Ge et al. [96,179,180] considered the influence of VSH on the cycle
process, investigated the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an endoreversible
Atkinson cycle [96,179] and an irreversible Atkinson cycle [96,180], and examined the effects of VSH,
HTL and FL on cycle performance. Considering HTL as a part of fuel energy and FL, Lin and Hou [181]
investigated the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Atkinson
cycle when SH of WF were linear functions of the temperature, and obtained more accurate relation
between heat released by combustion and HTL coefficient which was limited by the cycle maximum
temperature. Al-Sarkhi et al. [182] investigated the efficiency at the MPD of an Atkinson cycle when
the SH of WF varied with temperature with linear function, compared the results obtained with
those obtained when SH were constants in [77], and found that VSH influenced the power density
characteristics. Considering SH of WF varied with temperature in a linear way and fixing the cycle
maximum temperature, Ye and Liu [183] investigated the power output and efficiency performance
characteristics of an irreversible Atkinson cycle with IIL and HTL considered, and analyzed the
influences of VSH, the two losses and the cycle maximum temperature on cycle performance.

Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge [84] used VSH
model established in [96,178–183], studied the optimum EF performance of an irreversible Atkinson
cycle, and analyzed the influences of three losses and VSH on the EF performance. Based on
efficient power criteria, Patodi and Maheshwari [178] studied the Atkinson cycle performance when
SH of WF varied linearly with temperature and analyzed the effects of some design parameters
(including maximum temperature ratio, maximum volume ratio and maximum pressure ratio) on
cycle performance under MP, MPD and MEP conditions. Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing
the cycle maximum temperature, Ge et al. [84,184] adopted the VSH model advanced in [89–92],
investigated the optimum power and efficiency performance [84,184], as well as the optimum EF
performance [84] of an irreversible Atkinson cycle, and examined the influences of the three losses on
cycle performance.

The Optimum Performance with VSHR of WF

Considering SHR varied with temperature with linear function, Ebrahimi [185] studied the work
output and efficiency performance characteristics of an endoreversible Atkinson cycle and investigated
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the influences of VSHR and loss coefficient on cycle performance. Considering HTL, FL and IIL,
Ebrahimi [186,187] advanced SHR varied with temperature with nonlinear relation model, studied
the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Atkinson cycle, and
investigated the influence of piston mean velocity, cylinder wall temperature, stroke length and
volume efficiency on cycle performance. Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum
temperature, Ge [84] established a universal cycle model when SHR of WF was a linear function of
temperature, and investigated the power output and efficiency performance characteristics, as well as
the cycle optimum EF performance. The results obtained included the Atkinson cycle performance,
and the power output and efficiency performance characteristics included the results of Ref. [185].

3.1.5. The Progress in Optimum Performance Studies for AS Brayton Cycles

Many authors have studied the performance of open and closed, simple, regenerated, intercooled,
intercooled and regenerated Brayton cycles with steady flow [188–193]. But the performance of
reciprocating AS Brayton cycle has not been studied.

The Optimum Performance with CSH of WF

Refs. [105,106] obtained the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an
irreversible Brayton cycle when HTL and FL were considered and investigated the influences of
the two losses on cycle performance. Considering HTL, FL and IIL, Ge [84] introduced the EF into
the optimum performance analysis of a Brayton cycle, used AS cycle model to replace open cycle
model, established irreversible Brayton cycle model, computed the entropy generation rate generated
by various losses, studied the cycle optimum EF performance, and analyzed the effects of the three
losses on cycle EF performance.

The Optimum Performance with VSH of WF

Using the model of SH variation as a linear function of the temperature given in [88],
Ge et al. [96,194,195] considered the influence of VSH on the cycle process, derived the power output
and efficiency performance characteristics (work output and efficiency performance characteristics)
of an endoreversible Brayton cycle (EBC) [96,194] and an irreversible Brayton cycle [96,195], and
investigated the influences of VSH, HTL and FL on cycle performance. Considering HTL, FL and IIL
and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge [84] used the VSH model established in [96,195,196],
studied the optimum EF performance of an irreversible Brayton cycle, and analyzed the influences of
the three losses and VSH on cycle EF performance.

Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge [84] adopted the
VSH model advanced in [85–88], investigated the optimum power output and efficiency performance
characteristics, as well as the optimum EF performance of an irreversible Brayton cycle, and examined
the influences of the three losses on cycle performance.

The Optimum Performance with VSHR of WF

Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge [84] modeled a
universal cycle model when SHR of WF was a linear function of temperature, and investigated the
cycle optimum power and efficiency performance, as well as the cycle optimum EF performance. The
results obtained included the performance of a Brayton cycle.

3.1.6. The Progress in Optimum Performance Studies for AS Dual Cycles

The Optimum Performance with CSH of WF

Sahin et al. [196] investigated the power density performance of a reversible Dual cycle, obtained
the optimum performance and design parameters of the cycle under MPD conditions, and found
that the heat engine design with the MPD as the OPB was better from the point of view of size and
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efficiency. Atmaca et al. [197] investigated the efficient power characteristic of a reversible Dual cycle,
examined the influences of design parameters (including volume ratio and extreme temperature
ratio) on cycle performance under MP, MPD, MEP and ME conditions, and found that the design
parameters under MEP condition were better than those under MP and MPD conditions. Blank and
Wu [198] obtained the relation of the optimum CR varied with the cycle maximum temperature of an
endoreversible Dual cycle when the work output was the maximum, and found that the optimum
CR would increase when the cycle maximum temperature increased and would be not influenced by
fuel-air mass ratio. Refs. [199,200] obtained the work output and efficiency performance characteristics
of an endoreversible Dual cycle, investigated the influences of HTL and initial temperature on
cycle performance, and found that the cycle maximum temperature and pressure would decrease
when HTL and initial temperature increase, and that the same was true for the work output and
efficiency. Qiu et al. [201] proved that the performance of a Dual cycle with constant pressure heat
addition process when the temperature and pressure were constrained was more perfect, derived the
computation equations of work output and efficiency limits, and gave the conditions when the work
output was the maximum and the relation between the efficiency at the MW and Carnot efficiency.
Qin [202] used FTT to analyze the performance of an endoreversible Dual cycle cycle, compared the
results with those obtained by using classic thermodynamics, and found that the cycle parameters
which were closer to the practical ICE cycle could be obtained by correctly using FTT to analyze the
Dual cycle. Ebrahim et al. [203] obtained the work output and efficiency performance characteristics of
an endoreversible Dual cycle, investigated the influences of cut-off ratio on cycle performance, and
found that the performances would first decrease and then increase as cut-off ratio increased when CR
was less than a certain value, while the performances would increase as cut-off ratio increased when
the CR exceeded a certain value. Considering HTL, Rashidi et al. [204] investigated the performance of
an endoreversible Dual cycle by using the first and second laws and examined the influences of HTL
and initial temperature on cycle performance.

Considering FL, Wang et al. [205] established an irreversible Dual cycle model, derived the
power output and efficiency performance characteristics, and investigated the influence of FL on cycle
performance. Considering HTL and FL, Zheng et al. [206] established an irreversible Dual cycle model,
derived the power output and efficiency performance characteristics, and investigated the influences
of the two losses on cycle performance. Parlak et al. [207] studied the power output and efficiency
performance characteristics of an irreversible Dual cycle and gave the corresponding experiment
results. Ebrahimi et al. [208] derived the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an
irreversible Dual cycle, investigated the influence of SHR on cycle performance, and found that the
performances would increase with increased SHR when the CR was less than a certain value, and the
performances would decrease with increased SHR when the CR exceeded a certain value. Considering
HTL as a part of fuel energy and FL, Nejad and Alaei [209] studied the power output and efficiency
performance characteristics of an irreversible Dual cycle, and investigated the influences of both losses
on cycle performance.

Using irreversible compression and expansion efficiencies, Parlak et al. [98] defined the IIL,
optimized the irreversible Dual cycle performance with the MP and ME criteria, investigated the
influence of IIL on cycle performance, compared the irreversible Dual cycle performances with those
of an irreversible Diesel cycle under the MP condition, and found that the MP and corresponding
efficiency of an irreversible Dual cycle were higher than those of an irreversible Diesel cycle. Parlak
and Sahin [210] adopted the definition of IIL in [83], studied the optimum performances under
the MP and ME conditions, and gave the performance characteristics of Otto and Diesel cycles
which were two special examples of a Dual cycle. Considering IIL and HTL and fixing the cycle
maximum temperature, Zhao and Chen [211] studied the power output and efficiency performance
characteristics of an irreversible Dual cycle, and investigated the influences of the two losses on cycle
performance. Ozsoysal et al. [212] used combustion efficiency to reflect the process of combustion
reaction when air-fuel mass ratio was considered, investigated the influence of combustion efficiency on
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the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Dual cycle considering
IIL. Ozsoysal et al. [213] investigated the relation between the energy loss of the exhaust gas and
the cycle maximum temperature and air excess coefficient of an irreversible Dual cycle with IIL
considered. Considering HTL, FL, IIL and combustion efficiency, Ebrahimi [214] investigated the
power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Dual cycle, investigated
the influences of equivalent ratio and mean velocity of piston on cycle performance. Furthermore,
there existed mechanical losses in practical ICE. With different performance criteria, i.e., MP and ME,
Gonca et al. [215] performed the performance optimization of an irreversible Dual–Miller cycle with
the sole loss of IIL defined in [98], and investigated the influences of temperature ratio and pressure
ratio on cycle performance. Considering HTL and IIL, Ust et al. [216] optimized the performance of an
irreversible Dual cycle based on MP, ME and MEP performance criteria and investigated the influences
of CR, pressure ratio and the two losses on cycle performance. Based on ECOP, Gonca and Sahin [85]
optimized the performance of an irreversible Dual–Atkinson cycle with HTL and IIL and investigated
the influences of the two losses, CR, cut-off ratio and pressure ratio on cycle performance. Zi et al. [101]
used an empirical equation of mean mechanical loss pressure to compute the mechanical loss which
included the losses related to construction of combustion chamber and rotating part loss of crankshaft
connecting rod, and investigated the influence of mechanical loss on the power output and efficiency
performance characteristics of an irreversible Dual cycle.

Ust et al. [83] computed the entropy generation rate generated by finite rate heat transfer between
WF and heat reservoirs, and investigated the optimum EF performance of a closed Dual cycle.
Considering HTL, FL and IIL, Ge [84] used AS cycle model to replace open cycle model, established
an irreversible Dual cycle model, computed the entropy generation rate generated by various losses,
studied the cycle optimum EF performance and analyzed the influences of the three losses on cycle
EF performance.

The Optimum Performance with VSH of WF

Nejad [217] considered the variation of SH of WF due to residual gases, imperfect combustion and
other reasons and investigated the influence of the fluctuation (VSH of WF) on the power output and
efficiency performance characteristics of a Dual cycle. Ghatak and Chakraborty [88] first advanced a
VSH model in which SH varied with temperature as a linear function, considered the influence of VSH
on the cycle process, investigated the work output and efficiency performance characteristics of an
endoreversible Dual cycle with the cycle maximum temperature fixed, and investigated the influence
of HTL on cycle performance. Using the model of SH variation as a linear function of the temperature
in [88], Chen et al. [218] studied the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an
irreversible Dual cycle with HTL and FL considered, and investigated the influences of VSH and the
two losses on cycle performance. Considering HTL and FL, Wang et al. [219,220] studied the power
density characteristics of an irreversible Dual cycle when SH of WF varied as a linear function of
the temperature and investigated the influences of VSH on cycle performance. Considering HTL
and IIL, Ye et al. [221] investigated the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of
an irreversible Dual cycle when SH of WF varied with temperature as a linear function, gave the
optimum operating regions of parameters, and investigated the influences of the two losses on cycle
performance. Considering HTL and FL, Lin [222] used the model of linear SH variation as a function of
the temperature in [88,218], derived the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an
irreversible Dual cycle, and investigated the influences of the two losses and VSH on cycle performance.
Using the model of SH variation as a linear function of temperature in [88,218–222], Gahruei et al. [223]
studied the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Dual cycle and
an irreversible Dual–Atkinson cycle with HTL and FL considered, investigated the influences of VSH,
and the two losses on cycle performances, compared the performances of the two cycles, and found
that the performance of the Dual–Atkinson cycle is higher than that of an irreversible Dual cycle.
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Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge [84] used the VSH
model established in [88,96,218–223] to study the optimum EF performance of an irreversible Dual
cycle, and analyzed the influences of the three losses and VSH on cycle EF performance. Considering
HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge et al. [84,224] adopted the VSH model
advanced in [85–88], and investigated the optimum power and efficiency performance [84,224], as
well as the optimum EF performance [84] of an irreversible Dual cycle, and examined the influences of
the three losses on cycle optimum performance. Ebrahimi et al. [225] adopted the VSH model in [224]
and investigated the influence of mean piston motion velocity on the power output and efficiency
performance characteristics of an irreversible Dual cycle. Considering HTL, FL and IIL, Ebrahim and
Sherafati [226] studied the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible
Dual cycle when SH of WF varied with temperature as a nonlinear function, analyzed the influences of
stroke length and volumetric efficiency on cycle performance, and found that the influences of the two
factors on cycle performance were obvious. Considering HTL, FL and IIL, Asghari et al. [227] obtained
power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Dual cycle when SH of WF
varied with temperature in a nonlinear way and investigated the effects of the three losses, pressure
ratio and cut-off ratio on cycle performance.

The Optimum Performance with VSHR of WF

Ebrahimi [228,229] modeled the linear relation of SHR with the temperature, studied the
power output and efficiency performance characteristics (work output and efficiency performance
characteristics) of an endoreversible Dual cycle [228] with HTL and of an irreversible Dual cycle [229]
with HTL and FL, respectively, and investigated the influences of VSHR and loss coefficients on cycle
performance. Ebrahimi [230,231] derived the power output and efficiency performance characteristics
(work output and efficiency performance characteristics) of an endoreversible Dual cycle [230] with
HTL and of irreversible Dual cycle [231] with HTL and IIL, respectively, when the SHR of WF varied as
a nonlinear function of temperature, and analyzed the influence of pressure ratio on cycle performance.
Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge [84] modeled a universal
cycle model when SHR of WF was a linear function of temperature, and investigated the cycle optimum
power and efficiency performance, as well as the cycle optimum EF performance. The results obtained
included the Dual cycle performance, and the optimum power and efficiency performance included
the results of [228,229].

3.1.7. The Progress in Optimum Performance Studies for AS Miller Cycles

The Optimum Performance with CSH of WF

Al-Sarkhi et al. [232] investigated the efficiency at the MPD of a reversible Miller cycle.
Considering HTL, Mousapour and Rashidi [233] obtained the work output and efficiency performance
characteristics of EMC and investigated the influences of HTL, CR and initial temperature on the cycle.
Considering HTL and FL, Ge et al. [234] established an irreversible Miller cycle model, derived the
power output and efficiency performance characteristics, and examined the influences of the two losses
on cycle performance. Considering IIL and HTL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Zhao
and Chen [235] derived the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible
Miller cycle, and investigated the influences of the two losses on cycle performance. Based on MP, ME
and MPD performance criteria, Gonca et al. [236] optimized the performance of an irreversible Miller
cycle with IIL and investigated the influences of design parameters (including CR, pressure ratio, stoke
ratio and temperature ratio) on cycle performance. Considering HTL, FL and IIL, Ge [84] used an AS
cycle model to replace an open cycle model, established an irreversible Miller cycle model, computed
the entropy generation rate generated by various losses, studied the cycle optimum EF performance,
and investigated the influences of the three losses on cycle EF performance.
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The Optimum Performance with VSH of WF

Considering that the SH varied with components, Ebrahimi [237] obtained the power output and
efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Miller cycle with HTL and FL and investigated
the influence of residual gas and equivalence ratio on cycle performance. Using the model of SH varied
as a linear function of the temperature in [84], the authors of [96,238–241] studied the power output
and efficiency performance characteristics (work output and efficiency performance characteristics)
of EMC [96,238,241] and an irreversible Miller cycle [96,239,240], and investigated the influences
of VSH and the two losses on cycle performance. Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the
cycle maximum temperature, Yang and He et al. [242] optimized the power output and efficiency
performance characteristics of an irreversible Miller cycle when SH of WF varied with temperature as
a linear function. Lin and Hou [243] considered HTL as a part of fuel energy, investigated the power
output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Miller cycle with HTL and FL when
SH of WF varied linearly as a function of temperature. Considering HTL and IIL, Liu [244] and Liu and
Chen [245] investigated the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible
Miller cycle when SH of WF varied as a linear function with temperature. Considering HTL and IIL and
fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ye [246] studied the work output and efficiency performance
characteristics of an irreversible Miller cycle when SH of WF varied with temperature as a linear
function and investigated the influences of two losses and VSH on cycle performance. Considering
HTL, FL and IIL, Lin et al. [247], Mousapour and Rezapour [248] and Mousapour et al. [249] used
the model of SH varying as a linear function of the temperature in [96,238–246], obtained the power
output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Miller cycle, and investigated the
influences of their design parameters on cycle performance. Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing
the cycle maximum temperature, Ge [84] used the VSH model established in [87,96,238–249], studied
the optimum EF performance of an irreversible Miller cycle, and analyzed the influences of the three
losses and VSH on cycle EF performance.

Considering HTL and FL, Al-Sarkhi [250] established an irreversible Miller cycle model with
different VSH models and obtained the power output and efficiency performance characteristics.
Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the maximum cycle temperature, Ge [84] and Chen et al. [251]
adopted a VSH model advanced in [89–92], investigated the optimum power and efficiency
performance [84,251], as well as the optimum EF performance [84] of an irreversible Miller cycle,
and examined the influences of the three losses on cycle optimum performance. Considering FL and
HTL, Ebrahimi [252] investigated the optimum power and efficiency performance of an irreversible
Miller cycle when SH of WF varied with temperature in a non-linear fashion, examined the influence
of the ratio of expansion to compression on cycle performance, and found that the power output
would first increase and then decrease when expansion-compression ratio increased. Considering
HTL and FL, Ebrahimi and Hoseinpour [253] obtained the power output and efficiency performance
characteristics of an irreversible Miller cycle when SH of WF varied non-linearly with temperature,
and investigated the influences of combustion chamber volume and piston displacement volume on
cycle performance.

The Optimum Performance with VSHR of WF

Considering that the SHR varied as a linear function with temperature, Ebrahimi [254]
investigated the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible Miller cycle
with HTL and FL, and examined the influences of VSHR and loss coefficients on cycle performance.
Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge [84] modeled a universal
cycle model when SHR of WF was a linear function of temperature, and investigated the cycle optimum
power and efficiency performance, as well as the cycle optimum EF performance. The results obtained
included Miller cycle performance, and the optimum power and efficiency performance included the
results of [254].
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3.1.8. The Progress in Optimum Performance Studies for AS Porous Medium (PM) Cycles

The Optimum Performance with CSH of WF

Liu et al. [255] analyzed the work output and efficiency performance characteristics of an
endoreversible PM cycle. Considering HTL and FL, Ge et al. [256] investigated the power output and
efficiency performance characteristics of an irreversible porous medium cycle, and investigated the
influences of the losses and volume ratio on cycle performance.

Based on [255], Ge [84] used as AS cycle model to replace the open cycle model, established an
irreversible porous medium cycle model when HTL, FL and IIL were considered, and studied the cycle
optimum power and efficiency performance, as well as the cycle optimum EF performance.

The Optimum Performance with VSH of WF

Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge [84] adopted the
SH of a WF model varied with temperature with linear [88,96] and non-linear [89–92] functions,
investigated the optimum power and efficiency performance, as well as the optimum EF performance
of an irreversible porous medium cycle, and examined the influences of VSH and the three losses on
cycle optimum performance.

The Optimum Performance with VSHR of WF

Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge [84] established a
universal cycle model when SHR of WF was a linear function of temperature, and studied the cycle
optimum power and efficiency performance, as well as the cycle optimum EF performance. The results
obtained included the performance of PM cycle.

3.1.9. The Progress in Optimum Performance Studies for AS Universal Cycles

The Optimum Performance with CSH of WF

Considering HTL and FL, Qin et al. [105] proposed a universal irreversible reciprocating heat
engine cycle model which was shown in Figure 3 and consisted of a heat addition process with
constant thermal-capacity, a heat rejection process with constant thermal-capacity and two adiabatic
processes, derived the power output and efficiency performance characteristics of the universal
cycle. Based on [105], Ge et al. [106] proposed a more generalized irreversible reciprocating heat
engine cycle model which was shown in Figure 4 and consisted of two heat addition processes
with constant thermal-capacity, two heat rejection processes with constant thermal-capacity and two
adiabatic processes when HTL and FL were considered, derived the power output and efficiency
performance characteristics of the generalized cycle, and compared the performance differences of
various special cycles. Based on [105], Ge [84] introduced the EF into the optimum performance
analysis of a generalized cycle, used an AS cycle model to replace the open cycle model, established
an irreversible generalized cycle model when HTL, FL and IIL were considered, studied the cycle
optimum EF performance, and compared the EF performance of various special cycles.

The Optimum Performance with VSH of WF

Based on [106], Chen et al. [76] modeled a generalized AS ICE cycle with FL and HTL when
SH of WF varied with temperature as a linear function, derived the power output and efficiency
performance characteristics, and compared the performances of various special cycles under CSH and
VSH conditions. Based on [76], Ge [84] established a generalized cycle model when HTL, FL and IIL
were considered and SH of WF varied as a linear function of temperature, studied the cycle optimum
EF performance, and compared the EF performance of various special cycles.

Considering HTL, FL and IIL, Ge [84] adopted the VSH model advanced in [89–92], investigated
the optimum power and efficiency performance, as well as the optimum EF performance of the
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generalized cycle, and compared the performances of special cycles. The power output, efficiency and
EF of the generalized cycle when SH of WF varies with temperature with a non-linear function are as
follows [84]:
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where Qin is the heat rate of addition; Qout is the heat rate of rejection; Qleak is the heat leakage; Pµ is
the lost power due to friction; ein1, ein2, eout1 and eout2 are constants which equal to 1.3303 or 1.0433;
M is the mass flow rate; L is the stoke length; n is the cycles running per second.

Figures 10 and 11 show performance characteristics of special cycles [84]. From Figures 10 and 11
on can see that the order of the MEF performance is Ebr > Eat > Edi > Epm > Edu > Emi > Eot, the order of
the MP is Pbr > Pdi > Pdu > Pat > Ppm > Pmi > Pot and the order of the ME is ηbr > ηpm > ηat > ηdi > ηmi > ηdu > ηot.

The Optimum Performance with VSHR of WF

Considering HTL, FL and IIL and fixing the cycle maximum temperature, Ge [84] established a
universal cycle model when SHR of WF was a linear function of temperature, and investigated the
cycle optimum power and efficiency performance, as well as the cycle optimum EF performance.

3.2. The Progress in Studies of the Optimum Piston Motion Configuration for ICE Cycles

The study of the optimum configuration problem aims to solve the following question: What is the
optimum time pathway to obtain the maximum or minimum values of a given performance objective
for a system which satisfies some constraint conditions and boundary conditions? Determining
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control variables and sampling limits of a system, selecting OPB, finding constraint conditions and
establishing control equation are all the necessary conditions for solving the optimum configuration
problem. Compared with the optimum performance problem, the optimum configuration problem is
more complex, and the solution method is more difficult. Under most conditions, this problem has no
analytical solution and one can only obtain numerical solutions by numerical calculation. From the
above analysis, one can conclude that answering the optimum configuration problem requires a larger
calculation workload compared with the optimum performance problem. There are three methods to
solve the optimum configuration problem: Euler–Lagrange equation, optimal control theory (OCT)
and Hamilton–Jacobi–Bellman (HJB) equation. Euler–Lagrange equation and OCT are often two tools
used in optimum configuration problem studies of ICE cycles. The studies on optimum configuration
of ICE cycle focus on the influences of heat transfer law (HTA) and OPB on the optimum configuration.
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where inQ  is the heat rate of addition; outQ  is the heat rate of rejection; leakQ  is the heat leakage; P  is 

the lost power due to friction; 1ine , 2ine , 1oute  and 2oute  are constants which equal to 1.3303 or 1.0433; 
M  is the mass flow rate; L  is the stoke length; n  is the cycles running per second. 
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3.2.1. The Optimum Path with Newton’s Heat Transfer Law (HTA) (q « ∆(T))

Considering piston FL and HTL, Mozurkewich and Berry [257,258] investigated the optimal
piston motion (OPM) of a four stroke Otto cycle engine with the MW per cycle as the OPB. The
efficiency of the engine would be improved by about 10% after optimizing the piston motion path.
Considering fuel finite combustion rate, piston FL and HTL, Hoffmann and Berry [259] investigated
the OPM of a four stroke Diesel cycle engine with the MW as the OPB. Using a Monte Carlo simulation
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method, Blaudeck and Hoffman [260] investigated the optimum configuration of a four stroke Diesel
cycle. Considering the main losses (including chemical reaction loss and heat leakage) in ICE,
Teh et al. [261–263] investigated the ICE OPM with the MW [261] and ME [262,263] as the objectives.
Without considering the entropy generation which was generated by FL, HTL and pressure drop loss
in practical ICE, Teh et al. [264,265] took combustion as the sole source of entropy generation and
studied the OPM of an adiabatic ICE for minimum generation (MEG) [264] as well as the OPM for
MEG when CR was constrained [265].

Band et al. [266,267] investigated optimum configuration of irreversible expansion process for
MW obtained from an ideal gas inside a cylinder with a movable piston, and discussed the optimum
configuration with eight different constraints. Using the results obtained in [266,267], the optimum
configuration of the expansion process for MP [268] and for MW with fixed power output [269],
respectively, were further studied. Refs. [270,271] further optimized the configurations of ICE [270]
and external combustion engine (ECE) [271], respectively, by applying the results obtained in [266,267].

Considering the entropy generation which was excluded in [264,265], Ge et al. [84,272] used
the heat engine models established in [257,258], derived the OPM trajectories of an Otto cycle for
MEG [84,272] which was generated by FL, HTL and pressure drop loss, as well as for MEF [84],
respectively, investigated the influences of OPBs on the OPM trajectories, and compared the results
obtained with those obtained for MW [257,258]. Considering piston FL and HTL, Ge et al. [84,273]
derived the OPM trajectories of a Diesel cycle engine for MEG [84,273] and MEF [84] per cycle with
the finite combustion rate model advanced in [259].

3.2.2. The Influence of HTA on the Optimum Cycle Path

HTA does not always obey Newton’s HTA and also obeys other laws. HTA affects the optimum
configuration of heat engine cycles remarkably. Considering the influences of convective-radiative
HTA (q « ∆(T) + ∆(T4)), Burzler and Hoffman [274,275] derived the OPM in compression and power
strokes of a four stroke Diesel engine with MP as the OPB when the WF was non-ideal. Fixing total
cycle time and fuel consumed per cycle, Xia et al. [276] investigated the OPM trajectory of an Otto
cycle engine for MW when HTA between WF and the environment obeys a linear phenomenological
HTA (q « ∆(T´1)), and found that work output and efficiency could improve by more than 9% after
optimizing the piston motion. Xia et al. [277] and Chen et al. [278] applied the finite combustion
rate model in [259], derived the OPM trajectories of irreversible Diesel cycle engine for MW when
HTA between WF and the environment obeys a linear phenomenological HTA [277] and generalized
radiative HTA [278], respectively, and examined the influence of HTA on the OPM trajectories.

Chen et al. [279] studied the optimum configuration of expansion processes with linear phenomenological
HTA. Using the results obtained in [279], the configuration of ECE [280] and ICE [281] with linear
phenomenological HTA was optimized. Using Taylor series expansion means, Refs. [282–284]
investigated the optimum configuration of expansion process with generalized radiative HTA
(q 9 ∆(Tn)) [282], Dulong–Petit HTA (q 9 ∆(T)5/4) [283] and convective-radiative HTA [284], obtained
the first-order approximate analytical solutions for the Euler–Lagrange arcs. Using elimination
means, Ma et al. [285,286] investigated the optimum configuration of the expansion process with
generalized radiative HTA. Using the results obtained in [285,286], Ma et al. [285,287] optimized the
configuration of ECE with radiative HTA (q « ∆(T4)) [285,287], generalized radiative HTA [285] and
convective-radiative HTA [285], respectively. Considering the influences of piston motion on heat
conductance, [285,288] advanced a model which was closer to realitywith the generalized radiative
HTA and time-dependent heat conductance, and investigated the optimum configuration of expansion
process for MW.

Using the heat engine models established in [257,258,272,276], Ge [84] obtained the OPM
trajectories of an Otto cycle for MEG which was generated by FL, HTL and pressure drop loss,
as well as for MEF, respectively, when the HTA obeys generalized radiative HTA, and the results
obtained included the OPM trajectories for MEG [272,289] and MEF with linear phenomenological
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HTA [272] and radiative HTA [289]. The OPM trajectories on power strokes of an irreversible Otto
cycle for MEG and MEF when HTA obeys generalized radiative HTA are determined by following
differential equations [84]:

.
T “ ´

1
NC

r
NRT

.
X

X
` Kπbp

b
2
` XqpTn ´ Tn

wqsignpnqs (15)

.
X “ v (16)

.
v “ Kπb

4µNXC2 tCXpTn ´ Tn
wqsignpnqpNC` λT0q

´Rpb{2` XqrnTnpNC` λT0qsignpnq ´ λT0pTn ´ Tn
wqsignpnqsu

(17)
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λRv
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2
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λ
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.
v “ Kπb

8µNXC2 tRpb{2` XqrpnTnpλ´ NCqsignpnq ´ pNC` λqpTn ´ Tn
wqsignpnqs

`CXpNC´ λqpTn ´ Tn
wqsignpnqu

(19)

.
λ “

λRv
CX

`
NRv

X
` nKπbTn´1p

b
2
` Xqp

λ

NC
´ 1qsignpnq (20)

where N is number of moles of WF; C is specific heat; X is the displacement; K is the heat transfer
coefficient; b is the cylinder bore; Tw is the environment temperature; sign is the sign function; v is the
speed; and λ is the Lagrange multiplier.

According to [84,257,258,272,276,289], the conventional piston motion of irreversible Otto cycle is
determined by:

v “
.

X “
2π∆Xsin θ

τ

"

1`
r cos θ

l
r1´ p

r
l
q

2
sin2 θs

*´1{2
(21)

where θ is the crankshaft rotation angle; τ is the cycle period; l is the connecting rod length; r is the
crank length. The conventional piston linkage is shown in Figure 12. When r/l = 0, the piston motion
is a pure sinusoidal shape; when r/l ‰ 0, the piston motion is a modified sinusoid. The OPM trajectory
for MEF of the whole cycle when HTA obeys Newton’s HTA is shown in Figure 13. There are in fact
several ways of achieving those pathways of which we point out just two: one mechanical solution is
using a contoured plate to guide the piston on the desired path, and the other completely different
way to transform the optimized paths is the use of an electrical coupling [13].Compared with the
conventional piston motion, one can see that the piston motion after optimization changes greatly.
OPM trajectories on power strokes of irreversible Otto cycle heat engines for different OPBs with
different HTAs are shown in Figure 14 [84]. The results obtained in Figure 14 included the OPM
trajectories for MW with Newton’s and phenomenological HTAs, and the OPM for MEG [272,289] and
MEF with Newton’s HTA [272], linear phenomenological HTA [272] and radiative HTA [289].
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Figure 14. OPM trajectories on the power stroke with different HTAs and OPBs. 1.MEF, Newton’s
heat transfer law; 2. MEG, Newton’s heat transfer law; 3. MW, Newton’s heat transfer law; 4. MEF,
linear phenomenological heat transfer law; 5. MEG, linear phenomenological heat transfer law; 6. MW,
linear phenomenological heat transfer law; 7. MEF, radiative heat transfer law; 8. MEG, radiative heat
transfer law.

Considering the finite combustion rate model in [259], Ge [84] studied the OPM trajectories of an
irreversible Diesel cycle engine for MEG and MEF when HTA obeys the generalized radiative HTA,
and examined the influences of HTA and OPB on the OPM trajectories. The results obtained included
the OPM trajectories for MEG [290] and MEF with linear phenomenological [290] HTA and radiative
HTA. The OPM trajectories on power strokes of an irreversible Diesel cycle for MEG and MEF when
HTA obeys a generalized radiative HTA are determined by following differential equations:
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Optimum piston trajectories on power stroke of irreversible Diesel cycle heat engines for different
OPBs with different HTAs are shown in Figures 15–17 [84]. The results obtained in Figures 15–17
include the OPM trajectories for MW with Newton’s HTA, and the OPM trajectories for MEG [273,290]
and MEF with Newton’s HTA [273], linear phenomenological HTA [290] and radiative HTA.
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Figure 16. Comparison of OPM trajectories with different HTAs and OPBs (temperature). 1. MEF,
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4. MEF, linear phenomenological heat transfer law; 5. MEG, linear phenomenological heat transfer
law; 6. MW, linear phenomenological heat transfer law; 7. MEF, radiative heat transfer law; 8. MEG,
radiative heat transfer law.
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3.3. The Progress in Performance Limit Studies for ICE Cycles

3.3.1. The Performance Limit with Newton’s HTA (q « ∆(T))

Considering the WF was non-uniform, Orlov and Berry [291] studied the power output
performance limit of a class of irreversible non-regeneration heat engines, gave out the
lumped-parameter model with uniform temperature and the distributed-parameter model described
by using partial differential equations, and found that the MP of the heat engine in the
distributed-parameter model was less than or equal to that of in the lumped-parameter model. Based
on [291], Orlov and Berry [292] studied the efficiency performance limit of a class of irreversible
non-regeneration heat engines. Considering a finite rate heat transfer obeyed Newton HTA and
nonzero entropy generation by combustion chemical reactions, Orlov and Berry [293] advanced an
open ICE model, obtained the power and efficiency upper limits for ICE model, and found that it
might be stimulus for research in the field of constructing highly efficient nonconventional ICE by
using heating systems to replace cooling systems.

3.3.2. The Influence of HTA on the Cycle Performance Limit

Xia et al. [294] derived the MP of a class of irreversible non-regeneration heat engines with
non-uniform WF and linear phenomenological HTA based on [291]. The upper limits of power for
the lumped-parameter model and the distributed-parameter model were determined by using OCT,
respectively. The results showed that the MP in the distributed-parameter model was less than or
equal to that of in the lumped-parameter model, which could provide more realistic guidelines for
real heat engines. Based on [292], Chen et al. [295] studied the ME of an irreversible heat engine with
distributed WF and linear phenomenological HTA. The upper limit of efficiency for various cases was
determined by using OCT. Based on [293], Chen et al. [296] considered a finite rate heat transfer obeyed
linear phenomenological HTA and nonzero entropy generation by combustion chemical reactions in
the cylinder, investigated a class of irreversible open ICE, obtained the upper limits for power output
and efficiency by applying OCT. The upper limits for the power output and efficiency when heat
transfer obeys linear phenomenological HTA are as follows [296]:

P ď Pmaxp0q “ ´J∆h ` 2Tw J∆s{

"

b

1` 4J∆s{γ` 1
*

(28)
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η ď ηmaxp0q “ 1` Tw
sout ´ sin
hin ´ hout

2
b

1` 4J∆s{γ` 1
(29)

where J∆h is the difference between the enthalpy flow rate of inlet and outlet of cylinder; J∆s is the
difference between the entropy flow rate of inlet and outlet of cylinder; h specific enthalpy; and γ is
the custom constant.

3.4. The Progress in Simulation Studies for ICE Cycles

Descieux et al. [297,298] studied the simulation for spark ignition engine cycles with HTL [297],
and with HTL and FL [298], respectively, analyzed the effects of cylinder volume, the ratio of stroke
length to cylinder diameter, CR, cylinder temperature and the mass ratio of fuel to air on the simulation
results. Using a two-zone combustion model, Curto-Risso et al. [299] studied the simulation for
a practical Otto cycle, compared the simulation results with those of obtained by using FTT, and
found that if the cycle maximum temperature, the minimum temperature, the mass of WF, FL and
HTL were considered as the functions of piston velocity, the simulation results would completely
match with those of obtained by using FTT, otherwise the simulation results would partly match
with those obtained by using FTT. Using computer simulation and FTT, Curto-Risso et al. [300,301]
investigated the influences of combustion advance angle and cylinder temperature on the performance
of a spark ignition engine, obtained the relation between combustion advance angle and crankshaft
angular velocity when the efficiency was the maximum and the power output was fixed, compared the
optimization results with those of obtained when combustion advance angle and cylinder temperature
were fixed, and found that the cycle performance could be improved by using the optimization
parameters. At last, the effects of CR, cylinder temperature and the mass ratio of fuel to air on the
simulation results were analyzed. Curto-Risso et al. [302] optimized the design parameters of a spark
ignition engine by using computer simulation, analyzed the effect of the ratio of stroke length to
cylinder inside diameter on the performance, and found that there existed an optimum ratio of stroke
length to cylinder inside diameter which would maximize the power output and efficiency.

4. Conclusions

Finite time thermodynamics (FTT) has been a powerful tool in studies of various thermodynamic
processes and cycles since its naissance in 1975. Roundly and systematically using FTT to study the
optimum performances and configurations of various ICE cycles not only has important significance
for decreasing energy consumption, protecting the ecological environment and providing guidelines
for the design and operation of practical ICEs, but also can answer some global questions about ICE
cycles which classical thermodynamics and conventional irreversible thermodynamics cannot answer,
and further continually impel FTT progress in the engineering application fields.

In the future, the analysis and optimization of ICE cycles by using FTT can further progress in
the following aspects: the first is to perform FTT performance analysis and optimization for various
new single cycles and combined reciprocating cycles, such as the Meletis–Georgiou cycle (Figure 18
shows the T ´ s diagrams for Meletis–Georgiou cycle model, the isentropic compression processes are
shown as 1Ñ 2S and 3Ñ 4S; the process of mixing between the working fluid at state 2 with part of
the expanding working fluid at state 6 is shown as process 2Ñ 3; the isochoric heat addition process is
4Ñ 5; the isentropic expansion processes are shown as 5Ñ 6S and 7SÑ 8S; the separation process of
the working fluid in expansion volume is shown as 6 Ñ 7; the isochoric and isobaric heat rejection
processes are shown as 8Ñ 9 and 9Ñ 1) [303–309], rectangular cycle (Figure 19 shows p ´ v diagram
for the rectangular cycle model, the isochoric and isobaric heat addition processes are shown as 1Ñ 2
and 2Ñ 3; the isochoric and isobaric heat rejection are shown as 3Ñ 4 and 4Ñ 1) [310–316], Lenoir
cycle (Figure 20 shows T ´ s diagram for the Lenoir cycle model, the isochoric heat addition process is
shown as 1 Ñ 2; the isentropic expansion processes is shown as 2 Ñ 3; the isobaric heat rejection is
shown as 3Ñ 1) [317–322], Dual–Atkinson combined cycle [85,223,323,324], Dual–Miller combined
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cycle [215,325,326] and Otto–Miller combined cycle [327]. The second is to establish new cycle models
which are closer to practical cycles. The third is to adopt more comprehensive and effective OPBs in
the analysis and optimization of ICE performance, especially, multi-objective optimization procedures
will be utilized.
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Nomenclature

a acceleration
B constant related to heat transfer
b cylinder bore (m)
C specific heat
E ecological function
h specific enthalpy
J∆h the difference between the enthalpy flow rate of inlet and outlet of cylinder
J∆s the difference between the entropy flow rate of inlet and outlet of cylinder
K heat transfer coefficient; coefficient of specific heats varied with temperature
k adiabatic exponent
L stroke length
l connecting rod length
m mass flow rate
N number of moles of working fluid
n cycles running per second
P power output
Q Heat rate of addition or rejection by the working fluid
R gas constant
r crank length
S specific entropy
sign sign function
T temperature
t time
u coefficient of specific heat ratio varied with temperature
V volume
v speed
X displacement
Greek symbol
γ compression ratio; custom constant
ηC Carnot efficiency
ηCA CA efficiency
ηc compression efficiency
ηe expansion efficiency
θ crankshaft rotation angle
λ Lagrange multiplier
µ friction coefficient
σ entropy generation rate
τ cycle period
subscript
at Atkinson cycle
br Brayton cycle
di Diesel cycle
du Dual cycle
in head addition
mi Miller cycle
ot Otto cycle
out heat rejection; outlet
p constant pressure process
pm PM cycle
un universal cycle
v constant volume process
0 environment
1-6, 2S, 4S, 5S state points
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AS: air standard
CR: compression ratio
CSH: constant specific heats
ECOP: ecological coefficient of performance
EF: ecological function
FL: friction loss
FTT: finite time thermodynamics
HTA: Heat transfer law
HTL: heat transfer loss
IIL: internal irreversibility loss
ME: maximum efficiency
MEF: maximum ecological function
MEG: minimum entropy generation
MEP: maximum efficient power
MP: maximum power output
MPD: maximum power density
MW: maximum work output
OCT: optimal control theory
OPB: optimization objective
OPM: optimization piston motion
SH: specific heats
SHR: specific heat ratio
VSH: variable specific heats
VSHR: variable specific heat ratio
WF: working fluid
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